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I can still smell the rain,
metallic pin-prick puncture,

a tincture wakes me up,
helps me forget the future

but I can still smell the rain.

Stained glass blood stained
all red,         all in disarray

So many pieces still missing,
bellows leaking,

still hissing
     they all sing

and I smell rain again.

Another day. You never know
with these indian summers

all chirping birds and
 clear skies
 bone dry,
     drip dry,

but I can still smell the rain.

-Eric Brown

The Beach During Wintertime

Naked hermit crab, why are you so sad?
Your father’s gone to war and the sea is full of sand.

Not just sand, but particulates of broken heart, 
and mesh, and mermaid ash.

For now, I will pretend that I have seaweed hair,
and that the taste of salt does not burn my tongue.

I thirst for the sea, and for you and me.

-Samantha Vargas
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Concrete

I met Morgan at a party. He was somebody’s little brother. He followed the older kids around until one of 

us discovered two 1000-ft rolls of duct tape. I think it was Jake Nichols. Either way, he was the one who 

took the tape and asked,

 “You guys remember the time we taped Matt to the wall?”

 We all laughed, but Morgan laughed loudest. He laughed and somehow was the whitest, weakest 

thing around. Jake noticed. Jake was a big guy and he noticed when little guys were being little. He said,

 “Wanna do it again?”

 Somebody said yes. They took Morgan by the shoulder and pressed his back against a tree and 

started wrapping tape around him like snakes. Morgan was still laughing. His dad came up with a beer and 

said something philosophical about why it was smarter not to run, and then walked away. After a min-

ute or two Morgan’s arms were completely stuck, so his mom walked over too. She put a cigarette in his 

mouth and didn’t light it.

 Morgan had friends at the party, girl friends. One of them was equipped with a makeup kit. She 

pulled out her lipstick, took Morgan’s cigarette, and smeared red over his lips and around his mouth. Some 

got on his ear. She replaced the cigarette smirking with satisfaction and put a dollar bill up Morgan’s nose. 

By now there was a crowd around the little tree.

 “I think it’s a little tight around my hands,” Morgan informed us, and so Jake and his friend kept 

going, round and round, twining in opposite directions until Morgan’s hands weren’t even touching the air. 

Finally Morgan’s dad came back and made us cut his hands free a little because they were starting to turn 

that swollen purple color, but Morgan said he didn’t really mind. Morgan never seemed to mind, I think, 

but I never met him again after that either.

 I walked away after that. I heard later someone wrote an ad for redtube on his face.

-Rachelle Adlerman
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Bring Her To Life

ACT I
Scene 1

(At RISE, we see LIAM, mid-twenties, typing away
at a TYPEWRITER on his DESK at the far end of his

one room apartment. Beside his desk is a
queen-sized BED. Beside the BED is a small

WARDROBE and a STEREO. He tugs the page he’s been
working on out and reads it over, before groaning,

crumpling it up, and tossing it in the GARBAGE BIN
next to the desk.)

LIAM
Damn it! Why won’t you talk to me?

(He stands up and walks to the window. We hear the
sounds of late night traffic in the city. He

shakes his head and closes the window, muffling
the sounds from outside. He flicks off the LIGHT

SWITCH on the wall and the lights dim as he crawls
into the BED. As he tosses and turns, a woman

wearing a shadow suit enters and appears to
observe him briefly before crawling into bed with

him. LIAM suddenly sits up with a gasp and “turns
on the lamp” next to his bed. The lights come up
and the actress in the shadow suit hides behind

the headboard. LIAM jumps out of bed and runs to
his typewriter, reading his work aloud as he

types.)

LIAM
I’ve got it! Her name was...Regan. Her vibrant red

curls framed her rosy face...

(Here, the actress steps out from behind the
headboard and walks to center stage. She removes
the mask from her face, revealing a wealth of red

hair. She turns to LIAM and smiles. LIAM grins and
continues typing.)

LIAM
She pulled her leather jacket around her tighter as she

walked into the autumn air...

(The actress takes off the rest of the shadow suit
and reveals the jacket that LIAM described. LIAM
appears puzzled for a moment, staring at the page.
The actress starts walking towards him. He looks
up at her as she takes up a place behind him, her

hands on his shoulders. He smiles and types again
before standing up and turning to face her. She
smiles and starts walking towards the center of

the room. LIAM follows her. She sits down on the
bed, looking around the room. LIAM sits down next

to her and slyly tries to scoot closer.)

LIAM
Uh huh...a lovely lady with a dark past....

(She nods, looking sad and slightly uncomfortable;8



as if she wants LIAM to change the subject.)

LIAM
Let me guess....A shy, sweet little damsel in distress,

looking for her hero...

(As he says this, the actress looks at him in
shock, clearly offended, and gets up in a huff.
She storms across the stage away from him,

crossing her arms.)

LIAM
Woops...a fiery temper to match her hair, THAT’S for

sure! Okay, so definitely not a damsel in
distress...what are you then, love? What happened to

you?

(The actress looks around. She notices the
wardrobe and wanders over to it, opening it and

taking a peek inside.)

LIAM
Not going to answer that one, huh? Eh...I guess we’ll
get back to that later. Hmm...got a curious streak in

you, do you?

(The actress smiles at him shyly and shrugs,
looking inside once more and clapping excitedly

when she finds a small TEDDY BEAR. She holds and
hugs it tightly while LIAM chuckles.)

LIAM
Really now? I didn’t peg you for the “childish” type!

(The actress glares at him for a moment and sticks
her tongue out playfully in response to his

teasing. She then looks at the TEDDY BEAR in her
arms and cradles it like a baby, rocking it

gently. LIAM’S eyes widen.)

LIAM
I get it now! You’re a mother, aren’t you? You can’t be

a damsel in distress with little ones to take care of!

(The actress rocking motions jerk to a halt and
she bites her lip, staring down at the TEDDY BEAR

sadly, clearly in pain.)

LIAM
Regan, wha--?

(She slowly pulls the TEDDY BEAR to her chest,
sobbing softly.)

Oh...oh Jesus, no...Regan. You’ve lost a child?

(She shakes her head ’no,’ wiping hastily at her
eyes. She puts the TEDDY BEAR back in the WARDROBE

and closes it, turning to face the audience,
wrapping her arms around herself.) 9



LIAM
Oh...you can’t have any children....I’m so sorry,

honey...

(She sighs and nods, looking away from him.)

But...why not? Why can’t you?

(Clearly wanting to change the subject, she
wanders around the room for a while before

noticing the STEREO. With a weak smile, she walks
over to it and admires the collection of CDS on

the shelf beneath it. She browses them for a
moment before pulling out one she seems to like.

LIAM
Regan...

(She grins and hands the CD to LIAM expectantly.)

LIAM
(He looks at the CD skeptically, then back up at

her.)

Really? This?

(The actress nods and grabs his arm, pulling him
over to the STEREO. LIAM takes the disc out and

inserts it into the machine and Edith Piaf’s “La
Vie En Rose” begins playing. The actress sways to

the music blissfully as LIAM watches her,
completely enamored. He slowly approaches her,
bowing slightly at the waist and offering her his

hand, almost as an apology for pressing her
earlier.)

LIAM
May I have this dance?

(She looks down at his hand then up at him, and
gives a small nod and a smile before taking his

hand. He pulls her close, holding her gently so as
not to spook her. They dance slowly around the
room for a bit when there is a knock at the door.

She freezes and snaps to face the door.)

LIAM
Now who the hell is that? It’s 3 o’clock in the

morning!

(LIAM looks at her and puts his hand on her
shoulder soothingly. She places her hand over

his.)

LIAM
Don’t worry, love. It’s okay. Just...wait

here...please?

(She seems to debate with herself for a moment,
then nods, backing up to lean against the

wardrobe, watching the door. LIAM goes to the door10



and looks through the peephole before opening the
door with a groan.)

LIAM
I should have known. What the hell do you want, Jason?

(JASON, late-twenties, shoulders past LIAM into
the apartment, clearly inebriated. At the very

sight of him, REGAN perks up, looking alert and
concerned, her hand slowly making it’s way to the

waistband of her pants. JASON doesn’t acknowledge
her presence at all.)

JASON
Come on, buddy, is th-that any way to gre--(*hic*)greet your big brother?

(He collapses into the LIAM’s desk chair,
chuckling under his breath.)

LIAM
It is when he barges into your apartment when you’re
trying to work. You know...the thing you do to make

money? Legally?

(REGAN starts slowly making her way over to the
two, eyes locked on JASON. In response to LIAM’s

quip, JASON snaps at his brother.)

JASON
Oh yeah...because this--

(He gestures vaguely to the typewriter.)

--’s reeeeeal tough work...telling stories.
For Christ’s sake, Liam, a kid could scribble

on somethin’ with a crayon, and it would still be
better than the shit you write! At least I make my

money regularly.

(He pulls out his GUN and a CLOTH and starts
cleaning it. LIAM looks away disgusted. REGAN

stares angrily at JASON.)

LIAM
Jesus Christ, Jase! What did I tell you? I don’t want

you pulling that damn thing out in my house!

JASON
Oh yeah--?

(He partially spins around in the CHAIR, pointing
the GUN at LIAM with a wavering hand.)

...an’ what the fuck are you gonna do about it?

(Immediately, LIAM backs against the wall. REGAN,
however, pulls a previously concealed GUN of her
own from her waistband, aiming it at JASON. With
her free hand she pulls a POLICE BADGE from the

pocket of her jacket, screaming and mouthing
silent words at JASON. Again, JASON does not 11



acknowledge her existance. LIAM looks at her,
surprised.)

LIAM
....a cop?

JASON

(His head snaps up to look LIAM directly in the
eye, suddenly much more sober.)

What was that?

LIAM
(His attention moves back to JASON as REGAN stands

protectively between he and his brother.)
I’ll call the cops, Jase. I swear to God...

JASON
(JASON laughs, standing to walk menacingly towards

LIAM with the GUN. REGAN holds her position
between the two of them.)

You mean like all of the other times you’ve threatened
to? Come on, little brother, we both know you don’t

have the--

(LIAM and REGAN back away from the drunk man as
LIAM hastily pulls his CELL PHONE out of his
pocket, holding it up for JASON to see. JASON

freezes.)

LIAM
I mean it, Jase...I’m done letting you hurt people! I’m

calling the cops!

(He dials the phone and holds it to his ear, his
lip quivering. JASON snarls and holds the gun in

LIAM’S face, hand shaking in rage. When he
realizes LIAM isn’t bluffing, he stumbles out of

the apartment in a hurry. As soon as the door
slams closed, LIAM drops to his knees. REGAN drops

down next to him, her arms around his shoulders.)

LIAM
G-good thing he didn’t k-know the p-phone was dead...

(He tosses the phone away and brings his knees to
his chest. Seconds tick by with them sitting there

that way before REGAN shakes him gently. LIAM
looks up at her, confused. She stands and walks to
center stage. She tugs up the front of her blouse

revealing severe scars across her abdomen,
remnants of a savage attack. LIAM gasps in

horror.)

LIAM
S-so...that’s why you can’t...?

(REGAN nods silently.)

LIAM
So you became a cop...so that no one else would get12



hurt the way you did!

(REGAN smiles at him, tears in her eyes. She walks
back over to him and kisses his cheek.)

REGAN
You got it, honey...

(LIAM grins from ear to ear and dashes over to his
typewriter, typing furiously as REGAN wraps her

arms around his neck, murmuring words of
encouragement into his ear as he works.)

FADE TO BLACK - END SCENE

-Kelly Milos



My Favorite Part
 Rayna is obsessed with nothing. She told me this a few weeks ago after she got out of her first meeting with 
her shrink. She said, “I didn’t know it, but Michael told me. It makes sense. Everything in my life has a kind of 
order, a balance and flow, that I didn’t know was there. I was missing the key and now I have it. I am obsessed with 
nothing.”

 Sometimes when the weather’s being reasonable Rayna and I will sit on my parents’ patio and look. She 
leans forward and stares intensely, and I try not to watch. I look at the stained glass patterns the leaves make on the 
sky until I can’t help it anymore and look at her instead. She is beautiful. She has a sharp thin nose and alarming 
eyes and watching her think is always softly reassuring. I guess I’m a little possessive; I like knowing she’s there 
and she’s mine and I’m hers. So I sit and watch her when I don’t think she’ll notice, and wonder what she’s thinking 
about and why she doesn’t wear makeup more often.

 The last time we had a talk about our relationship, Rayna told me that she didn’t want to put a label on us. 
What she said was, “I don’t want to take this too fast. Neither of us is going anywhere, so just being ‘us’ will have 
to be enough. But I don’t mind if you think of us that way, if that will make you happy.” I wish she was as invested 
in this as I am, but she needs time to think, and I guess I can respect that.

 I’m the reason Rayna went to see a shrink. When we’d been seeing each other for eight months and she said 
she wanted more time to herself, I asked her why. She ran her thumb in circles down each of her fingers and said, 
“There’s just a little too much of us.” I asked her what I’d done wrong, and she said nothing, it wasn’t me, it was 
her. I asked her to see a couples’ therapist, but she said we weren’t a couple outright. That was the day I got her to 
promise she’d see a shrink, if I promised I’d see one too. I asked her to deal with whatever she needs to deal with; 
she asked me to deal with us.

 Ever since she’s starting seeing Michael she’s been different. She comes out of sessions and tells me that 
she is embracing herself. So far I mostly come out of these sessions embracing herself, too. I wish I knew what she 
talked about with Michael, but she always says it’s nothing, or it isn’t me, it’s her. I guess with a shrink that’s a fair 
thing to talk about, so I try not to bother her about it too much.

 It was autumn when Rayna and I first started hanging out. Now it’s autumn again and I guess we’re still 
hanging out. Back then we would sit on the sidewalk in front of her parents’ house and she would lean forward, 
staring intensely at the street or a tree, and I would try not to watch. I would look at the squirrels chasing after each 
other. They never slowed down and they never caught each other. Once, last year in autumn, Rayna told me a secret. 
She said, “I’m ready for something.” Now, when I ask her what she wants, what she is ready for, what I can do, she 
always tells me it’s nothing.

-Rachelle Adlerman
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Othello Sans Handkerchief
 “Othello and Desdemona had a bit of a…falling out.” Iago explained to his wife Emilia over dinner. 
 “Oh.” Emilia said, appearing to understand, then, “What do you mean?” 
 “Oh, who could decipher all of that screaming,” Iago took a sip of wine, “I mean, between the accusations 
and the glass shattering and the wall-punching…” Iago trailed off. Emilia stared at him, her white hand covering her 
red lips. 
 “Oh, glass broke? Walls broke? What in the world were they arguing about?” 
  “Something about Desdemona’s chastity.”
 “Desdemona’s—”
 “Lovely, I know,” Iago finished for her. “And Othello has been insufferable lately because of their fighting. I 
guess we’ll have to wait it out. I wouldn’t want to get involved in these country matters.” 
Emilia, finding a flame of good will within her, decided to take charge where her husband ultimately failed. “Desde-
mona and I have become good friends recently,” Emilia offered, “why don’t I talk to her?”
Iago’s lip went up in a smile/sneer, one could never really tell with him, “You can try.”
Emilia assured herself she would succeed. 

· · ·
The rising moon’s light, distilled by the window panes, led Desdemona to her bed. Her silhouette had a regal splen-
dor about her, an untouchable nobility. But her face held a faint mix of anxiety and helplessness. Slowly, she put on 
her nightgown and climbed into bed. A knock at her door startled her.
 “Who’s there?” There was a mix of hope and fear in her voice that it was Othello.
 “Just me,” said Emilia. 
 “Oh,” Desdemona said, “This is a strange time of night for you to come by. You’re welcome here nev-
ertheless,” she amended, wanting companionship. Emilia just nodded, busy surveying the room for signs of past 
violence. Was that a hole in the wall? Broken glass on the floor? Dark patches on the carpet? Wine or blood? Both? 
Emilia composed herself with some effort. 
 “I heard you and Othello had a…falling out,” Emilia’s faculties for delicate language evaded her harried 
mind. 
 “Yes.” Desdemona agreed, “We did.” 
 “So…why?”
Desdemona’s desperate situation kept her from any semblance of maintaining even false decency, “He thinks I’ve 
been unchaste. He calls me a whore, a slut, a hussy.” She said this with a low, full voice, keeping composed. Emilia 
chewed her lip. She knew Desdemona was the quintessence of chastity. But how to prove it?
 “At the risk of sounding too bold,” Emilia ventured, “Have you consummated the marriage yet?” 
Blushing furiously, Desdemona replied in the negative. 
 “Well then all you have to do is consummate the marriage!” Emilia exclaimed excitedly, forgetting herself, 
“He’ll see the blood on the sheets and know you’ve been faithful.” 
Desdemona, aware this was a good plan, forgot to be embarrassed at the conversation. 
 “Thank you Emilia. I will do this,” Desdemona said with conviction. 
Smiling and filled with optimistic hope, Emilia kissed Desdemona’s forehead and left the room. 

∙ ∙ ∙
His head churning with thoughts of nymphs, wine, and hellfire, Othello paced hurriedly. He happed upon the hall 
that led to Desdemona’s bedroom; he would have passed it if not for the door, which was ajar. Furious, thinking 
Michael Cassio had so carelessly left it opened when he no doubt slithered into his wife’s room; Othello drew his 
sword and prepared for ultimate bloody justice. Plodding despairingly to his wife’s room, he opened the door to 
see Desdemona sleeping soundly, liken to an angel. His knees fell against the carpeted floor with a soft thump, his 
sword wilted by his side, the helm slipping past his fingertips. Unable to get up again, the weight of helpless con-
fusion sitting on his back, he crawled into his wife’s bed. His silent tears of bootless suspicion fell upon her face, 
waking her. The suggestion of Emilia fresh in her mind and groggy from sleep, Desdemona decided to seize her 
chance to prove her chastity. She immediately kissed Othello, searching for the inside of his mouth. He tried to 
pull away, making unintelligible refutations. Her hands searched his body haphazardly, she had dozens of hands in 
Othello’s mind, they moved so fast he couldn’t get them off of him in time. Why is she acting so straight with me? 
Othello wondered, then: She must think I’m Cassio! She left her door open to greet him and she thinks I’m him! 
Is this what you do to him? Othello thought angrily, as she grappled to open his shirt. “Stay away from me, you 
husswife!” Othello screamed out loud, falling backwards out of the bed. He picked up his sword which Desdemona, 
in her desperate state, grabbed for, thinking it was something else. She screamed as the blade slit her hand. Othello, 
seeing no other better opportunity, stabbed her as she was preoccupied with her hand. Very quickly, the white sheets 
of the bed filled with blood.

-Alyssa Bauer
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The Unspoken Apology of a Sad Girl

This is not a monologue I intended to write.
Look here, the words are twisted as brambles which scratch my cornea. I cannot see clearly when there are 

clouds that are damp and so, so grey. 
I’ve been taking vitamin D supplements everyday, but I cannot seem to feel sunshine expanding from my 

stomach. I hunger to feel warm.
I have been stripped and white washed and beaten a few times. Times which I try to forget in a railroad 
track of smoke. I am only as strong as the coffee that I drink. And lately it has been a pale ale caramel.

I want to lock my winter heart in your chest for safekeeping during the snow. I am an avalanche. 
I sing to myself sometimes and talk to myself in the mirror while I apply mascara.

And I cry a lot, for which I apologize. But how could one not cry when you feel like the sea?
I am flawed in a rainbow of ways. I am only a mere earthling. Sometimes, I wish I was a nymph.

I am trying most ardently to battle ghosts, but my swordsmanship is lacking…I cannot seem to get a good 
grip with violet fingers that are numb like a radio channel that has entirely too much static to make it 

worth listening.
But I know I am worth listening to- listen and forgive me. I have a strawberry soul. 

I do not wish to turn all I touch to stone, but to apple crisp and scarves that warm you so.
I want to feel green grass tickle my forearms.

I want to laugh until I spit up confetti.
I want steamed almond milk to fog up my glasses.

I want to explore a cavern and scream at bats which screech in delight.
I want to banish the twisted monster under my bed.

I want friendship that stays true like a black lab’s loyalty.
I want to love you.

I want you to love me.
I have nothing, but colorful kites for you to fly. A long time ago that was not so long ago, I cut the strings 
with a rusty heavy pair of scissors which I threw into the bottom of a riverbed. It is now a life rock with 

moss. Moss that you keep in between the pages of a notebook.
Let us escape the cages, even the gold cage, running barefoot and wild, hand in hand. 

Because I do not want to watch the Harry Potter series again by myself nor do I want to sleep in my shitty 
twin size mattress or touch a worm for the first time without my best friend and love.

Your half grin slithers in such a way that it devours the butterflies whose wings still rattle when you look 
into my eyes. 

This is my humble utterance. 
End Scene.

-Samantha Vargas
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For Pretty Things
Exploring a city in a post-apocalyptic world for the first time, Ashlyn has been introduced to—and befriended—a 
zombiekind named Michael. Thinking Michael is stolen property, a strange woman has attacked them both, and 

Ashlyn’s friend Dryden has been forced to intercede in order to save her life, and to promise to throw her into the 
arena as a punishment. Now they ponder their alternatives…

 “Can’t we just kill her?” I ask, crossing my arms. Dryden’s entire frame sags. Behind him I can see Michael 
and the other zombiekind staring curiously at us.
 “How’d you get away?” Michael asks, approaching us. I’m still nervous about being too close to any of 
them, but now it’s a choice of letting him get close to me or dealing with Goliath again. I have to admit risking 
catching the disease seems appealing compared to going up against her.
 Straightening, Dryden moves over to the couch and sits. He gestures for me to follow, but I’m not having 
any of that. I take a step or two closer, still maintaining my distance from the zombiekind. After a few seconds, 
Dryden admits, “I promised Goliath I’d have Ashlyn infected and sent into the ring.”
 “I don’t see why killing her is a bad solution to this problem,” I insist.
 The female zombiekind—Tally, I think Dryden called her—chuckles. “She’s terrifying. I’ve seen her fight 
in the arena myself.”
 “I heard she got bitten by one of us and ripped out the skin around the wound herself so she wouldn’t 
change,” Michael adds softly. “And you saw how much good I am in a fight.”
 “So we sneak into her place at night and handle it while she’s asleep!” I protest.
 Dryden sighs, looking up at me, that soft gold glow of his paling. “That’s not how we do things. If she died 
there would be a huge scandal. Hundreds of people bet on Goliath’s fights. You could take down the whole industry 
with the one assassination.”
 I give him my best glare. “What’s wrong with that! This industry’s shit.”
 At this all the zombiekind gasp. I guess they’re not used to seeing someone talking back to their precious 
‘Magpie,’ but I don’t give a damn. I’ve had a bad feeling about this whole thing ever since Dryden first told me he 
was involved in it, and now it’s spiraling out of control just like I thought it would.
 Dryden stands and starts pacing. “You never think, do you? I guess out in farmtown it’s okay to just off 
some random neighbor and take their food or something, but here things have consequences. The arena falls, you 
know what else falls? The incomes of half the people in the city. You know what rises? Populations of infection 
victims who are no longer being siphoned off the streets. And thus, infections overall. I’d lose all my money—how 
would I be able to afford to continue research on a cure?”
 I bite my lip. He has a point. He has more than one. I don’t know what’s going on around here. “So…” I say 
slowly. “I have to fight.”
 “You have to fight,” Dryden agrees, looking up. “God, your mother’s going to kill me.”
 “I don’t need to hear about my mom,” I snap. “Look, she didn’t care if I became a zombie, right? She just 
wanted me to fight?”
 “Yeah. What of it?”
 “What if we kept me healthy and just…waited? You could put me in against Michael, or something.”
 “One of you would have to actually get hurt,” Dryden protests. “And Birdie can’t fight.”
 Michael swallows, the pulpy texture of his face moving around a lump in his throat. “I don’t mind,” he says.
 Dryden throws his arms in the air. “What is wrong with you people?” he yells.
 There’s got to be a way to convince him.

What does Ashlyn say?
a) “At least this way, I’d be fighting someone I could beat…”
b) “At least this way if I lost I might be able to survive it…”

c) “At least this way I can put off being infected…”
d) “Actually, I might have an idea you like better…”18





Adalhard’s Saga
 Adalhard was shocked to discover that Captain Heron had tricked him- there truly was a conspiracy afoot 

against his school on the isle of Kyros. This treachery cost Adalhard his chance to prevent the catastrophe and he 
and his friends arrived to find the school had been destroyed and the students massacred. They found one survivor- 

Yikashata- who still believed Adalhard to be a traitor and murderer.
 It was grim work, digging under the lingering haze of smoke. The ground was sandy and Xenophon’s crew 
were strong men all, but the sheer number of graves to be made was daunting. And every one of them had to be 
filled with a man or boy Adalhard had known for years. 
 Now and then he’d start to hope that someone particular was not numbered among the dead, that perhaps a 
few had gotten out. But then he’d see that one carried bloody and grey down off the plateau to be laid to rest within 
an hour. There was nothing for it but to finish as fast as they could.

 Somehow the days of sailing toward Kallistos were little better; the smell of smoke and blood and burned 
bodies lingered, at least in Adalhard’s mind. And then there were still Theron and Yikashata belowdecks, the keys to 
a mystery he wished he’d long ago washed his hands of. Not even Bowline wanted to talk.
 With the broken-ringed harbor of Kallistos on the horizon, Adalhard finally made his way down to the hold. 
He sat upon a damp barrel near where the prisoners were bound in the gloom. The ship creaked and swayed as he 
waited, unsure what to say.
 “I’m sorry, Adalhard,” Yikashata’s voice was cracked and strained, “I was wrong. So wrong.”
 Even in the dark, incomprehension must have registered on Adalhard’s face.
 “I really thought it was you. That you did it I mean. It just made sense then,” Yikashata spoke so quickly it 
was almost impossible to make out the words, “Who else could it have been? How were any of us supposed to know 
about this?”
  “You weren’t. We weren’t.” Adalhard’s voice sounded harsh and cynical to his own ears and Yikashata 
flinched at the words, “This plot was founded in lies and deception from the beginning. I’ve been trying to find out 
the truth for months and I still don’t understand.”
 Theron must have told Yikashata, Adalhard realized. That was why the little man finally understood he 
wasn’t guilty! Theron had doubtless boasted to Yikashata about his group having killed Master Sedacles and orches-
trated this massacre.
 “You don’t? But you came to rescue us.”
 Adalhard moved to unbind him, careful not to stumble over anything in the cluttered shadows, “I came to 
warn you. Too late. Because I believed a pirate when he said this ring of criminals was after a sunken treasure ship 
rather than blood for blood’s sake. He threw me off the trail and I returned to it too late.”
 Yikashata only looked more confused and remained seated though he’d been freed. Adalhard sat back down 
and tried to explain, “After you drove me away, I stowed away on a ship to flee and then find the real murderer. That 
was this ship. The captain found me but he decided to help me when he found evidence that the killer- Anaxagoras, 
though I hadn’t learned that yet-“
 “Anaxagoras? But that’s who Eusebios said it was.”
 “Yes. We found out together.” Adalhard realized too late that that would only confuse the story further. “Just 
listen a moment.”
 ‘Anaxagoras killed Sedacles, hid under his bed, and slipped away after you left to chase me when I found 
the Master murdered. He’d arrived in the area in secret by stowing away aboard this ship with the help of several 
unknown conspirators and he tried to escape in similar fashion.” The words came more easily the more he spoke, “I 
caught him and we fought but he got away. Realizing that something dark was afoot, the captain decided to help me. 
As did one of his sailors, Bowline. Bowline and I tracked the silen- Anaxagoras as best we could, looking for him in 
Nosos. When we learned Leontios was living there we approached him for help, but this man,” Adalhard jerked his 
head at the silent Theron, “Murdered him just as we arrived. I tracked him to his hideout and-“
 “That was YOU?” Theron exclaimed, thrashing in his bonds.
 It was Adalhard’s turn to be confused. “You didn’t know? I was sure you’d seen me and that’s why you tried 
to kill me later.”
 “No,” Theron answered openly, “The Owl- that’s what we called the one I think you called Anagoras- saw 
you skulking about when he tried to slip off that damned pirate’s ship. It was you all along then, trying to thwart 
us.”
 It seemed Theron wanted to know what had happened then too. That could be helpful. Adalhard considered 
how to keep Theron curious, “Well that’s what happened. Anaxagoras and this one ambushed me on the docks while 
I was watching to see if Anaxagoras might still be aboard the ship.
 “That damned traitor,” Yikashata growled, “I’ll hang him from what’s left of the tower ramparts for the 
crows. It must have been him there during the battle-
 “What do you mean?” Adalhard leaned forward as a silence fell, broken by the plips of water on the hold 
floor.
 Yikashata sounded not far from tears again, “They were so many, but we were better men by far. Of course 
we were with all our training. But they knew everything! They knew the island, they knew where we’d be defend-
ing from. And they knew every way up to the grounds. The defending  the south, they- they were… they were the 
first. That’s where the enemy came pouring in from and overwhelmed us. The ones who got out said the enemy 
must have had one of us with them. They said it was- no nevermind that, but it must have been Anaxagoras. That 
wretch.”
 “The Owl a Kyrosian? You lie!” Theron sputtered.
 Adalhard ignored him, “They said it was who?” he asked faintly.



 “Well, but I- I don’t want to dishonor an innocent man’s name if it was Anazagoras.”
 “Who?”
 “Nikomedes. They said it looked like Nikomedes,” Yikashata looked down, ashamed.
 “But Nikomedes is dead! He disappeared didn’t he? I thought these louts had killed him first,” Adalhard 
waved at Theron.
 “But you can’t mean the same Nikomedes!” Thereon burst out.
 “I fear,” Adalhar was almost inaudible, “That we do. He was a great warrior- Master Sedacles always 
praised him just like Leontios. Then he disappeared months ago from his villa on Argios-“
 “LIKE LEONTIOS!” for a moment Adalhard thought Theron might break free in his fury, “Like Leontios?” 
he repeated softly, voice trembling.
 “I begin to think, Theron, that I am not the only man here who was lied to by the leaders of your ring,” the 
blonde boy whispered.
 There were running footsteps on the deck above and then Bowline came hurtling down the ladder, a stout 
cudgel clumsily in hand. “Hey, are you alr- ah, good that fucking worm is still tied. Sorry. I’ll just go back up then.”
 “I’ll go with you,” Adalhard followed, “I need some air and time to think. Have we almost ar-“ He stopped 
the needless question as his eyes adjusted to the light of the deck and he saw the sprawling port city all around. It 
looked even more decrepit than before to him now, a still-inhabited ruin of rotting timbers and white rubble. He 
could see at a glance that more of the town had collapsed in another quake.
 The Captain was looking somberly at the wreckage of one of the docks as the ship swept slowly past to 
another berth.
 “Captain Xenophon,” Adalhard approached him hesitantly. He still felt he knew too little of sailing to be 
sure it was alright to interrupt him.
 The captain turned around, “I hope you’re about to say you’re going to go ashore with Bowline. If not, I’m 
going to order you to.”
 Adalhard managed a faint smile, “Yes, captain. I also needed to say that I’ve explained what happened to 
Yikashata and released him.”
 Xenophon looked concerned about that for a moment, “Good. I should probably have someone watch him 
just in case though. Not to mention he shouldn’t be walking around with injuries like those. Now get off this ship 
and do whatever Bowline says.”
 
 Bowline seemed to have no particular plan in mind and the pair of them walked aimlessly through the grimy 
streets. The city’s stink was a welcome relief from memories of what Kyros had smelled of though and the harbor 
itself was a beautiful sapphire blue in the brilliant sunlight. The people hurrying by seemed more nervous than ever, 
looking more at the ground than where they were going. Bowline led him on a roundabout path to an old stone over-
look where there must have once stood a grand house.
 They sat, legs over the cliff edge, and watched the smoke of the hill in the middle of the harbor.
 “Hey, Adalhard, do I have to fucking convince you again that not everything that goes wrong is your fault?” 
Bowline finally asked.
 Adalhard was quiet for a while, “No. Because this time it was.” He held up a hand to stop Bowline’s pro-
test, “It’s not my fault there are vile people in the world. And I don’t mean anything would have been different if I’d 
been there, I’d have been killed along with the rest. If they didn’t string me up first. But I believed what a pirate I’d 
just captured said over what you and I had been uncovering for weeks. I didn’t trust our judgment, I trusted his word 
because it made the next step for me clearer and easier than it would have been to go back to Kyros and face them.”
 “You didn’t know Adalhard! You couldn’t have known. And I believed him too. Sort of.”
 “No, but I suspected,” Adalhard threw a rock out over the water and watched it skip. Nine times. “I suspect-
ed almost from the beginning. I think too much, Bowline. I don’t act till I’m certain and then it’s too late. I’ve hesi-
tated and been too cautious. I thought this… intrigue… wasn’t like a fight, that it was about patience and diligence. 
But no, I should have just struck hard and fast when I had my opening. I should have killed Anaxagoras, I should 
have killed all of them in their hideout-“
 “Stop it. Fucking stop it right now, Adalhard. Maybe it would have been better that way. Maybe not. May-
be none of those people were really behind… what happened. Maybe the plan was already in motion by the time 
Sedacles died. We don’t know what’s going on so we can’t know how it would have been better. But are you really 
so sure more death is what the world needs?”
 “I’m a warrior. I was trained for 10 years to be death. Death is my duty, it’s what I was sent here to be-
come.”
 “Then your people really are savages and barbarians!” Bowline stood up angrily, “But I don’t damn well 
believe that because that’s not what you are. They sent you here so you could learn to protect them. That’s what you 
told me before. Killing is incidental. That you haven’t killed anyone doesn’t make you weak. Now let’s go find out 
who was behind this and fucking kill him.”
 Swallowing a reply, Adalhard stood up to follow him back into Kallistos proper. “Do you remember I men-
tioned a man named Nikomedes before?”
 Bowline turned around slowly, “Yes?” he looked directly at Adalhard against the setting sun.
 “I know it sounds mad since he disappeared. And I thought he was dead. But it sounded like Theron knew 
him. And like Yikashata had heard he led the attack on Kyros. Now that can’t be-“
 Bowline was staring at him as if he’d grown another head, “Nikomedes has returned, Adalhard. That’s 
almost all they were talking about,” he waved around at the passing people, “Weren’t you listening? No, what am I 
asking, of fucking course you weren’t. Well he’s returned to Argios. And it seems he’s making a political bid for rule 
of the island. Maybe more. Do you mean it was him? He did it all?”



The Phantom Thief of Wonderland
Mark is determined to make Madeline open up to him, an effort Madeline responds to at the behest of her father. But 

will Bandersnatch’s newest letter test her willingness to cooperate with her new partner?

 This was the second time that Madeline had been inside Chief Walker’s office, but this time there was no 
fatigue to keep her from focusing in on every detail—the drawn blinds over the windows and door, the wooden desk 
piled with papers and a picture frame that was precariously close to the edge, and a vibrant carpet over the wooden 
floor boasting the four national colors of the Federation: black, white, red, and green.
Chief Walker stood in front of her desk, eyeing her, Mark, and Marianne sternly. The cake tray with its dessert stood 
between them. Despite the redhead’s erect posture and straightforward gaze, her heart was pounding. 
Bandersnatch knew her name. Just how did he know her name? The only time they had met was at the Museum, and 
no one else had been conscious, she hadn’t identified herself, and she hadn’t been wearing a badge. What did that 
mean? That this was an inside job, that Bandersnatch was one of the officers, one of the interns?
 While she should have been completely unnerved by the implications, her unease was overshadowed by her 
concern: would she be allowed to pursue him this time? Would she be given the chance to redeem her family’s 
name?
Finally, after several minutes of silence, Walker sighed. “Are you absolutely certain that it was really Bandersnatch 
that sent you this message, Hattersly?”
Madeline nodded. “Yes, Chief. The cake’s surface was completely blank until I opened the box.”
Walker turned to Marianne. “And you were the only one who touched the cake when you went to retrieve 
everyone’s mail?”
Marianne replied, “Yes, ma’am.”
The police chief let out another exasperated sigh. “Very well. Posters plastered across town have stated that Ms. 
Rabbit will be hosting her seasonal fashion show in Verna City, so I’ll let the force over there know—”
“Excuse me, Chief Walker,” Madeline replied, “Is there any possibility that I—”
“No, Hattersly. You are not to get involved with the Verna force’s investigation—”
“But Bandersnatch explicitly contacted me—”
“And that doesn’t worry you at all?” Chief Walker snapped, “How do you know that he isn’t planning something 
malicious specifically for you in revenge for trying to interfere the last time?”
Madeline froze. It could be exactly why Bandersnatch had reached out to her, yet something within her felt that that 
wasn’t it. But how could she possibly prove that?
“This is for your own safety, Hattersly. Neither you nor any of the other interns are to get involved in this 
investigation, especially when it deals with…an Outsider.”
Mark and Marianne weren’t surprised by the comment. Despite Chief Walker’s efforts to keep the information 
about Bandersnatch’s eye color under wraps—neither she nor the Hearts Defense Department were convinced 
that Madeline had seen correctly, even though she had been in his face—word spread throughout the department, 
startling everyone. No one within the Shield had had that exact combination—blonde hair and blue eyes—ever, so it 
could only be an Outsider. But the Shield was supposed to keep Outsiders out, so why hadn’t it this time? And what 
did this mean for the country of Hearts? For the Federation?
However, Madeline wasn’t fully convinced that this was for ‘her safety’. Since when had anyone outside her family 
been concerned for her well-being? Ever since her great-grandfather had tried sabotaging the Shield over a century 
ago, the Hattersly family was seen as nothing more than a blemish to Hearts, a stubborn stain that just wouldn’t go 
away. 
Mark, noticing Madeline’s clenched fists, asked, “Chief Walker, is it possible for the interns to merely observe the 
Verna City Department at work? White Rabbit’s shows are pretty popular, right? It’s sure to draw a huge crowd, and 
this may be an opportunity for us to learn about crowd control and possibly anti-terrorism methods.”
Madeline stared at Mark, shocked. Was he…was he actually trying to help her?
Marianne was more surprised that the brunette was challenging an order from the police chief. 
“You interns aren’t ready for hands-on experience. You’re still learning how to master your Magipons, you haven’t 
learned how to arrest someone, and your first Ethics exam is exactly next Fivesday. How can I be sure that this 
won’t turn into a delay on when you and the others complete your internship at best, and a series of causalities at 
worst?”
Mark contemplated this for a moment before answering, “Well…what if the exam was on Foursday instead? That 
way, there wouldn’t be any delays for completion. And as for potential causalities, the Verna force could always 
position us closest to the exits within the studio the event will be in, so we’ll be able to escape without interfering 
with the fighting should things get ugly.”
Chief Walker eyed the brunette sternly for several long, agonizing moments until she said, “I…will consider it. 
However, the final decision doesn’t rest with me. It all depends on what the Verna City Chief of Police says, and I 
doubt he’ll approve since he has interns of his own. But, I will ask him. Until then, you, Avalon, and Hattersly are 
not to let anyone else know about this proposition, or even that Bandersnatch has struck again. Understood?”
“Yes, ma’am,” the three interns stated.
“You three are dismissed.”
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Wait. What am I doing? Am I actually supposed to type all of my 
messages like that? It took me like 10 minutes to type out that 
first sentence. There are people out there who think that typing 
like that is easier somehow or something? What the hell? I bet you 
can barely read that. It’s certainly not more menacing or whatever. 
It’s kind of sad. And what’s with the melodrama? “You will all bow 
to me?” Seriously? I hacked someone’s gmail account, for crying 
out loud. What am I going to do? Uncover a some vast conspiracy 
orchestrated by a bunch of experimental beat poets? Leak the 
reject folder? This whole malicious hacker thing really needs a 
better tutorial. This is stupid. I’m going back to that Slender Man 
forum. 
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